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ABSTRACT 

A model of multilayer polycrystalline structure of films of biological fluids of human organs has been developed. 
Each layer is associated with a partial Jones-matrix operator of phase and amplitude anisotropy. A new principle for 
detecting polarization-inhomogeneous object fields using a coherent laser wave is proposed. Algorithms for digital 
holographic reconstruction of field distributions of complex amplitudes in the plane of a polycrystalline film of a 
biological fluid are found. A new optical technique is proposed: direct measurement of 3D distributions of elements of 
the Jones matrix. Maps of layer-by-layer distributions of elements of the Jones matrix of polycrystalline urine films are 
studied. Sensitivity, specificity and balanced accuracy of the 3D Jones-matrix tomography method of the polycrystalline 
structure of urine films of healthy donors and patients with albuminuria were determined. Within the framework of the 
statistical analysis of stratified maps of elements of the Jones matrix of polycrystalline urine films, objective criteria for 
the early diagnosis of the onset and course of albuminuria were found. 

Keywords: Jones matrix, optical anisotropy, biological fluids, diagnostics. 

1. Jones-matrix approach in analysis of optical anisotropy of polycrystalline films of human biological 
liquids  

1.1. Introduction 

The structure of biological layers1-10 can be considered as structurally inhomogeneous one 11-20. In order to describe the 
transformation of polarized light by such complex media it is necessary to involve the most general approaches based on 
Mueller- or Jones-matrix formalism 21-31.  
Our work is devoted to the study of the possibilities of the method of polarization correlametry - determination of layered 
distributions modulus and phase of the Jones matrix elements within the statistical 15,17,32-38 and correlation 8,12,16,39-42  
approaches, which characterize the optical anisotropic structures of the polycrystalline films of biological liquids почек 
здоровых и больных альбуминурией пациентов The purpose of the research is to determine the objective criteria that 
provide reliable differential Jones-matrix diagnostics of such organ pathology. 

1.2. Brief theoretical background 

In the approximation of weak phase fluctuations, the optical properties of polycrystalline films of biological fluids with a 
linear (ϑ ) and circular (γ ) birefringence describes a Jones matrix operator of the following form 2-5  
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From the Jones matrix (1) we obtain analytic expressions for the modulus ikj  and the phase ( )ikjArg  of complex 
matrix elements 
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Obtaining relations (2) - (5) represent the theoretical basis of Jones-matrix tomography - polarization restoration of the 
distributions of phase anisotropy parameters of the polycrystalline structure of biological layers.  
 
1.3. Method of measuring the elements of the Jones-matrix and the optical scheme of polarization correlometry  

In fig. 1 shows an optical scheme of polarization correlometry38-42 of laser microscopic images of biological layers.  

 
 
Fig. 1. Optical scheme of polarization interferometry of microscopic images of optically anisotropic biological layers. Explanation in 
the text  

The parallel ( mμ3102Ø ×= ) beam He-Ne ( mμλ 6328,0= ) of laser 1, formed with the help of a collimator 2, is divided 
into "irradiating" and "supporting" with 50% of the light distributor 3. The "illuminating" using the rotating mirror 4 is 
routed through a polarization filter 6 to 8 in the direction of the sample of the biological layer 9. The polarization-
heterogeneous image of the object 9 by the lens 10 is projected into the plane of the digital camera 14. The "reference" 
beam with the mirror 5 is rotated through the mirror through the polarization filter 11 - 13 in the plane of the 
polarization-heterogeneous image of the object 9. As a result, an interference pattern is formed, the coordinate 
distribution of the intensity of which the digital camera registers. 14. Formation of states of polarization " 
prominyuyuchoho "and" reference "beam by means of polarization filters 6 - 8 and 11 - 13. Each of these filters 
comprises: 

• "input" polarizers 6 and 11, which form flat-polarized beam with azimuth 0
0 0=α ; 

• Quaternary plates 7 and 12, which form right circularly polarized beams 0
0 45+=β ; 

• "output" polarizers 8 and 13, which, due to the rotation of the transmission plane, are formed without a change 
in intensity, flat-polarized with an arbitrary azimuth 0

0
0 1800 ≤≤α  of the beam. 
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1.4. Polarization -correlation Jones-matrix mapping  

The method of polarization-correlation determination of the set of matrix elements consists in the following set of 
actions: 

• Simultaneous formation of "laser" and "reference" parallel laser beams of two states of polarization - 
( ( ) ( ).9090;00 0000 −−  

• Registration of each partial interference pattern through a polarizer-analyzer with orientation of the plane of 
passage at angles 00 90;0 =Θ=Θ  . 

• Recovery for each partial interference distribution using the integrated diffraction transformation of the 
coordinate distributions of the complex amplitudes ( ) ( ){ }yxuyxU yx ,;,  of the object field in the plane of the biological 
layer 38. 
An analytical algorithm for computing the values of elements of the Jones matrix describes the following relationships:  
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A beam of light with Jones vector ( )00∗U  passes through a polarizer-analyzer with the orientation of the transmission 

plane 00 90;0=Ω   
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Like the case (6), a beam of light with a Jones vector ( )090∗U   passes through a polarizer-analyzer with the orientation 

of the transmission plane 00 90;0=Ω   
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Consequently, the collection of complex elements of the Jones matrix obtained by direct polarization-correlation 
measurement can be used as a basis for obtaining algorithms for determining the parameters of phase anisotropy. To this 
end, we use the explicit form of the theoretical Jones matrix of an optically anisotropic layer with a linear (ϑ ) and 
circular (γ ) birefringence refraction. You can show that these parameters are determined by the following relationships  
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For optically thin layers, the algorithms of polarization-phase reconstruction in conditions of weak phase modulation 
( ( ) ( ) 1,cos;,,sin6, 0 ≈≈→ γϑγϑγϑγϑ p ) acquire a simpler form  

( )1122Im dd −=ϑ ;                                                               (14) 

( )12Re d=γ .                                                                    (15) 

1.5. Analysis and discussion of experimental data  

1.5.1. Polycrystalline films of biological fluids  

On the series of fig.. 2 - fig. 5 shows the results of polarization-correlation studies of the volume-layer variation of the 
linear (ϑ ) and circular ( γ ) birefringence of polycrystalline films of biological fluids characterized by distribution of 
magnitude in the phase cross sections ( ( )γϑϕ +Δ=Δ ) of the module ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ11  and the phase ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ11  
of complex elements of the Jones matrix of non-depolarizing layers of bile (fig. 2 – fig. 3) the liquor (fig. 4 - fig. 5). 

 
Fig. 2. By layered planar distributions of the values of the module 11d  of elements of the matrix of Jones polycrystalline bile films 
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Fig. 3. By layered planar distributions of the phase ( )11dArg  values of elements of the Jones matrix of polycrystalline bile films.  

 
Fig. 4. By layered planar distributions of values of the module 11d  of elements of the matrix of Jones polycrystalline cerebral film.  
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Fig. 5. By layered planar distributions of the values of the phase ( )11dArg  of elements of the matrix of the Jones polycrystalline 
cerebral film.  

The analysis of the data obtained revealed significant volumetric homogeneity of the coordinate distribution of the 
magnitude ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ11   and ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ11   characterizing the polycrystalline structure of the bile films 
(Figures 3 and 4) and the liquor (Figs 4 and 5). On this fact, there are significant changes in the coordinate structure of 
the data of components of the complex elements of the Jones matrix, which are obtained for different phase cross 
sections radradradrad 25.1;.1;75.0;5.0=ϕ . 
The physics of the detection of patterns of random variation and coordinate heterogeneity of distributions 

( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ11  and ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ11  , it is possible to link with the fact that the volumetric polycrystalline structure 
of optically thin films of biological fluids is formed in a layered, step by step manner. Due to this, fluctuations of the 
phase arise in the volume of polycrystalline films, which consist of optically anisotropic compounds and networks of 
biochemical crystals.  

2. Clinical application of the Jones-matrix cartography method  

2.1. Jones-matrix differential diagnosis of weak changes in optical anisotropy of polycrystalline films of human 
organs  

The results of the method of 3D - Jones matrix mapping of distributions of values of the module 11d  and ( )11dArg  
the phase of polycrystalline films of biological liquids in the differentiation of weak changes in phase anisotropy caused 
by pathology of various degrees of gravity are presented. 

Method of differentiation of samples of polycrystalline liquids of human organs (knee joint, kidneys) with different 
pathology (synovitis, albuminuria) consisted of: 

• Determination of the set of layered phase cross sections of the 3D distributions of the module ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ12;11  

and the phases ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ12;11  of the complex elements of the Jones matrix; 

• computing a set of statistical ( )ϕ4;3P  moments for each section of the module ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ12;11  and phase 

( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ12;11  distributions; 
• Identifying the maximum differences between statistical ( ) max4;3 =Δ ϕP  moments; 
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• calculations within the defined partial layer of mean values ( )ϕ4;3P  and their errors σ±  for each group of 
samples of polycrystalline films of biological liquids of organs of human with varying degrees of severity of 
pathology; 

• Finding a balanced diagnostic test ,%Ac  based on a Jones-matrix mapping using a reference laser wave. 
The results of experimental studies of the 3D diagnostic efficiency of the Jones-matrix mapping of the 
modulus ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ12;11   and phase ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ12;11  distributions characterizing the phase anisotropy of synovial 

fluid and urine polycrystalline films are given in table 1 ( ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ11  і ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ11 ) and table 2 

( ( )[ ]( )nmd ×ϕ12  and ( )( )[ ]( )nmdArg ×ϕ12 ). 

Table 1. Balanced accuracy of 3D method - Jones matrix mapping of distribution of values of module 11d  and phase ( )11dArg  of 
polycrystalline films of biological fluids 

Parameters 11d  ( )11dArg  

iP , 11d , ( )11dArg  Synovial fluid , 
,%Ac  

Urine, 
,%Ac  

Synovial fluid, 
,%Ac  

Urine, 
,%Ac  

1P  73 67 96 81 

2P  76 79 79 72 

3P  84 73 85 73 

4P  94 82 92 80 

Table 2. Balanced accuracy of 3D method - Jones matrix mapping of distribution of values of module 12d  and phase ( )12dArg  of 

polycrystalline films of biological fluids 

Parameters  
12d  ( )12dArg  

iP , 12d , ( )12dArg  Synovial fluid, ,%Ac  Urine, 
,%Ac  

Synovial fluid, ,%Ac  Urine, 
,%Ac  

1P  78 63 96 82 

2P  81 72 91 80 

3P  85 74 92 81 

4P  91 77 95 83 

From the obtained data it is seen that the use of the 3D Jones matrix tomography method provides an opportunity for 
efficient differentiation (Table 1 and Table 2, highlighted by gray) of pathological changes in the polycrystalline 
structure of biological fluid films: 
• Synovial fluid of the joint of a person with excellent balanced accuracy ( %95fAc ); 
• urine of healthy and patients with albuminuria of patients with good balanced accuracy ( %85~Ac )  

Conclusions 

1. The method of azimuthally invariant 3D Jones matrix mapping of the distribution of phase anisotropy parameters of 
polycrystalline films of biological fluids is proposed and grounded. 
2. The coordinates of the magnitude of the module and the phase of the complex of elements of the Jones matrix 
polycrystalline films of bile and liquor are obtained in the volume of biological samples. 
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3. The "phase" dependences of the magnitude of the statistical moments of the 1st-4th orders, which characterize the 
distributions of the values of the module and the phases of the elements of the Jones matrix of the synovial fluid of the 
knee joint and urine, are determined in the presence of knee joint and kidney pathology. 
4. The optimal conditions for differentiation of polycrystalline structures of biological tissues - the range of phase cross 
sections ( radrad 9,03,0 ≤≤ϕ ) and the most sensitive parameters - are the statistical moments of the 3rd and 4th orders, 
which characterize the distributions of the module and phases of complex elements of the Jones matrix of different types 
of optically anisotropic structures of films of biological fluids human organs. 
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